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ABSTRACf

Future wireless communication systems promise to offer a variety of multimedia services

which require reliable transmission at high data rates over wireless links. Multiple input

multiple output (MIMO) systems have received a great deal of attention because they

provide very high data rates for such links. Theoretical studies have shown that the

quality provided by MIMO systems can be increased by using space-time codes.

Space-time codes combine both space (antenna) and time diversity in the transmitter to

increase the efficiency of MIMO system. The three primary approaches, layered space

time architecture, space-time trellis coding (STTC) and space-time block coding (STBC)

represent a way to investigate transmitter-based signal processing for diversity

exploitation and interference suppression. The advantages of STBC (i.e. low decoding

complexity) and STTC (i.e. TCM encoder structure) can be used to design a high rate

space-time trellis coded modulation (HR-STTCM).

Most space-time codes designs are based on the assumption of perfect channel state

information at the receiver so as to make coherent decoding possible. However, accurate

channel estimation requires a long training sequence that lowers spectral efficiency. Part

of this dissertation focuses on the performance of HR-STTCM under non-coherent

detection where there is imperfect channel state information and also in environment

where the channel experiences rapid fading.

Prior work on space-time codes with particular reference to STBC systems in multiuser

environment has not adequately addressed the performance of the decoupled user signal

to-noise ratio. Part of this thesis enumerates from a signal-to-noise ratio point of view the



perfonnance of the STBC systems in multiuser environment and also the perfonnance of

the HR-STTCM in such environment.

The bit/frame error perfonnance of space-time codes in fading channels can be evaluated

using different approaches. The Chemoff upper-bound combined with the pair state

generalized transfer function bound approach or the modified state transition diagram

transfer function bound approach has been widely used in literature. However, although

readily detennined, this bound can be too loose over nonnal signal-to-noise ranges of

interest. Other approaches, based on the exact calculation of the pairwise error

probabilities, are often too cumbersome. A simple exact numerical technique, for

calculating, within any desired degree of accuracy, of the pairwise error probability of the

HR-STTCM scheme over Rayleigh fading channel is proposed in this dissertation.
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CHAPTERt

CHALLENGES IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION

1.1 Introduction

Owing to the need to transfer infonnation (voice and data) in a fast, reliable and

affordable way, the wireless communication world has been experiencing exponential

growth to keep up with today's demand. This is evident in the historical progression

growth from the First generation technology (1 G) to Second (2G) then to Third

generation (3G) and now the much talked about Fourth generation wireless

technology. The emerging trend in the wireless communication includes (but not

limited to): Wi-Fi, WiMAX, Mobile Adhoc Networks (MANETs), OFDM, UWB,

CDMA and many more. The challenges faced in designing robust networks that

deliver the perfonnance necessary to support the emerging trend in wireless

communication includes

• Traffic patterns, user location, and network conditions are constantly

changing.

• Applications are heterogeneous with hard constraints that must be met by the

network.

• Energy and delay constraints changes design principles across all layers of the

protocol stack.

• Wireless channels are a difficult and capacity limited broadcast

communication medium.
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Chapter 1 Challenges in wireless communication

As mentioned above, the wireless communication channel is an unpredictable and

difficult communication medium as opposed to the wired one. As signals propagate

through a wireless channel, they experience random fluctuation and arrive at the

destination along a number of different paths, collectively referred to as multipath.

These paths arise from scattering, reflection and diffraction of signals propagated by

the objects in the environment or refraction in the medium. The fluctuations of signal

propagated through the wireless channel result in a signal power drop in the

transmitted signal.

The signal power drops due to three main effects:

• Mean propagation (path) loss: this comes from inverse power loss, absorption

by water, foliage and the effect of ground reflection.

• Macroscopic fading: results from a blocking effect by buildings and natural

features and is also known as long term fading or shadowing.

• Microscopic fading: results from the consecutive and destructive combination

ofmultipaths and is also known as short term fading or fast fading.

Multipath propagation results in the spreading of signal in different dimensions. This

spreading includes:

• Delay spread: this is defmed as the largest delay amongst various paths. This

spread causes frequency-selective fading as the channel acts like a tapped

delay line filter. A channel is said to be frequency-selective when the

coherence bandwidth is comparable to or less than the signal bandwidth

otherwise the channel is said to be non-selective i.e. flat.

• Doppler (or frequency) spread: This spread is caused by time-varying fading

that occurs as a result of the relative motion between the transmitter and

receiver. This spread is a function of the time-selectivity of the channel. Time

selective fading can be characterized by the coherence time of the channel.

The coherence time serves as a measure of how fast the channel changes in

time- the larger the coherence time, the slower the channel fluctuation.

• Angle spread - This refers to the spread in angle of arrival of the multipath

components at the receive antenna array. Angle spread causes space selective

fading which means that signal amplitude depends on the spatial location of

the antenna. Space selective fading is characterized by the coherence distance

2



Chapter 1 Challenges in wireless communication

•

•

which is inversely proportional to the angle spread - the larger the angle

spread, the shorter the coherence distance.

1.2 Diversity

The various challenges of signals in wireless communication channel cause severe

attenuation and make it impossible for the receiver to determine the transmitted

signals. This phenomenon is called fading. One way to overcome this is to make

several replicas of the signal available to the receiver with the hope that at least some

of them are not severely attenuated. This technique is called diversity. Examples of

diversity techniques are:

• Time diversity- the same information is repetitively transmitted at time

spacing that exceeds the coherence time of the channel.

• Frequency diversity- the same information is transmitted or received

simultaneously on two or more independently fading carrier frequencies.

• Antenna Diversity- is the use of multiple antennas to achieve a level of

performance that a single antenna cannot achieve.

• Spatial Diversity: is the use of multiple antennas to eliminate signal

fade from a multipath environment. When multiple antennas are placed

at the receive end of a communication system it is called receive

diversity while when placed at the transmit end it is called transmit

diversity.

-Receiver Diversity: This is a fairly matured technique and provides

better link budget and tolerance to co-channel interference.

-Transmit Diversity: This is a maturing technique and no added power

consumption, complexity or cost to mobiles is needed. The cost of

extra transmit antennas is shared amongst all users.

Pattern Diversity: This is the use of two or more antennas with

minimal overlapping patterns to provide greater overall pattern

coverage.

Polarization Diversity: This is the use of multiple linearly polarized

antennas that are mounted orthogonally to each other.

3



Chapter 1 Challenges in wireless communication

1.3 Capacity of Multi-Antenna Wireless System in Fading Channel

In this section the basic model of a multi-antenna wireless system and the channel

capacity advantage possible in such an environment is presented.

In ut Data
Muhi-Antenna

Encoder •
•
•

Additive Gaussian Noise
Rayleigh Fading Channel

Decoded
Data

Muhi-Antenna
Encoder

Figure 1.1: Multi-Antenna System

Figure 1.1 shows the block diagram of a multi-antenna wireless system with NI

transmit antennas and N receive antennas. The channel for the multi-antenna
r

wireless system can be represented by

(1.1)

where hi} is the complex channel gain between transmitter i and receiver j. The

channel gains are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero

mean complex Gaussian random variables with unit variance.

Channel capacity can be defined as a measure of the amount of information

transmitted and received with a negligible probability of error. Wireless systems

require reliable wireless channels with large capacities. Systems which communicate

over a Single Input Single Output (SISO) wireless channel have limited capacities in a

fading channel when compared to transmission over Multiple input Multiple Output

(MIMO) wireless channels. Telatar [1] and Foschini et al [2] have shown that very

4



Chapter 1 Challenges in wireless communication

high capacities can be obtained by employing multiple antenna elements at both the

transmitter and the receiver of a wireless system.

The ergodic (mean) capacity of a SISO system (NI =N r =1) with a random complex

channel h is given by [2];

C =E {log2 (1 +SNR-lhl2 )} bits/sec,
(1.2)

where SNR is the average signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver branch. If Ihl is

Rayleigh, Ihl2 follows a chi-squared distribution with two degrees of freedom.

For a MIMO channel, the ergodic (mean) capacity can be expressed as (1.3), [1] [2]

when the transmitter has no knowledge of the channel but the receiver has perfect

channel knowledge and the noise samples are assumed to be uncorrelated

where H is the MIMO channel matrix of N r x NI dimension given in (1.1) .

(-t denotes the transpose conjugate of the matrix element, IN
r
is the identity matrix

of order N r •

1
From the law of large numbers, the term -_HHH tends to IN as NI gets large and

N r
I

Nr is fixed. Thus;

C =E{Nr (log2 [1 +SNR])} bits/sec. (lA)

It was shown in [30] that the total capacity of MIMO channel is made up by the sum

of parallel AWGN SISO sub-channels and that the number of parallel sub-channels is

determined by the rank of the channel matrix which is given by min (NI' N
r
). Further

analysis of (1.3) shows that it is possible to decompose HHH as a function of the

eigenvalues of the diagonal equivalent matrix of HHH so that (1.3) becomes (1.5), i.e.

5



Chapter 1 Challenges in wireless communication

C =E{tlog2 (1 + SNR Ai J} bits/sec,
1=1 NI

(1.5)

where m is the number of the non-zero eigenvalues of H.

When the channel is known at the transmitter, the maximum capacity of a MIMO

channel can be achieved by using the water filling principle [40] and (1.5) becomes

(1.6)

where Pi is a scalar, representing the portion of the available transmit power going

into the i th sub-channel.

In water-filling, more power is allocated to "better" sub-channels with higher SNR so

as to maximize the sum of data rate in all sub-channels.

Figure 1.2 shows the channel capacity plot for a Rayleigh fading S1S0 channel as

calculated by (1.2) and that of a Rayleigh fading MIMO channel (1.3) for various

transmit and receive antenna. In general 10,000 channel realizations are used in the

capacity plot shown in this section. Note that as the number of antennas is increased

that capacity increases significantly.
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Figure 1.2: Channel Capacity of a SISO channel compared with the ergodic capacity of a
Rayleigh fading MIMO channel with diferent number transmit and receive antenna

1.4 Research Motivation

Future wireless local area network (WLAN) services are target specific to 100Mbps at

a range of lOOm and thus will require a drastic increase in bandwidth efficiency in

order to meet with this demand. Current WLAN systems achieve a throughput of up

to 54Mbps (IEEE 802.11g) due to channel attenuation, dispersion and sharing of

resources between users within a cell.

Multiple antenna transmission boosts significantly the capacities of a wireless

network without need to increase bandwidth or transmit power. In fact, multiple

antenna systems hold the key to the high-capacity wireless universe because they

allow the increase of the rate, improvement of the robustness, and accommodation of

more users in a cell. A multiple antenna system can be used to upgrade a link at the
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Chapter 1 Challenges in wireless communication

transmitter side, receiver side or both sides. The latter is referred to as Multiple-Input

Multiple Output (MIMO).

MIMO systems have received a great deal of attention as a method of increasing the

capacity and quality of wireless transmission. Increased capacity can be obtained by

using spatial multiplexing at the transmit side while increased quality can be obtained

in the wireless transmission by using space-time codes.

By merging the advantages of both space-time trellis coding and space-time block

coding, one can construct a high rate space-time trellis coded modulation that

provides further performance improvement in a wireless network.

The performance of high rate space-time trellis coded modulation has not been well

covered and its performance has only been addressed in a quasi-static fading channel.

This research focuses on the performance of high rate space-time trellis coded

modulation in both coherent and non-coherent environments. The multiuser

behaviours of this code are enumerated. A novel simple numerical technique for

analyzing the performance of this code under coherent detection is proposed.

1.5 Thesis Overview

This dissertation is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 enumerates some of the

challenges faced in a wireless communication network. The causes of multipath

propagation are discussed and various ways in which the transmitted signals spreads

in the multipath environment. Diversity techniques as a means of reducing the effect

of multipath propagation, i.e. fading, are also discussed and lastly the capacity

advantage that is possible in a multiple antenna system is explained.

Chapter 2 is a literature survey on various types of space-time coding schemes

employed in MIMO system. The design and performance criteria of such codes are

also enumerated in this chapter. A brief introduction into concatenating channel codes

with space-time code, as a way of further improving the performance of space-time

codes is also mentioned with particular reference to trellis coded modulation.

Chapter 3 focuses on the performance of high rate space-time coded modulation in a

coherent and non-coherent environment. The quasi-static and rapid fading
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performance of this code is enumerated in this chapter using coherent detection. A

novel idea of applying unitary space-time codes to high rate space-time trellis coded

modulation as a means of estimating the channel is also discussed. The results of the

performance of this code and other known space-time codes under various fading

environments are also discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 4 discusses the multiuser behaviour of both space-time block codes and high

rate space-time trellis coded modulation. The Zero-forcing interference cancellation

technique is used as a means of decoupling the signal at the receiver end of the system

and the signal-to-noise ratio of the desired decoupled signal is derived in this chapter.

Various deductions can be drawn from the SNR calculation and also the signal matrix

structure for the decoupled signals.

In Chapter 5 a novel mathematical analysis for calculating the performance of high

rate space-time trellis coded modulation in quasi-static and rapid Rayleigh fading

channels is proposed. This simple numerical technique is useful in observing the

asymptotic behaviour of high rate space-time trellis coded modulation at high SNR.

The analytical results of this code are compared with the simulated results and various

conclusions made depending on the error length and the type of fading channel.

Lastly, chapter 6 presents the conclusions drawn in this dissertation.
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1.6 Original Contribution in This Dissertation

The original contributions of this dissertation include:

1. The behaviour of the code presented in [4] under fast Rayleigh fading

channel was shown.

2. Perfonnance of the high rate space-time trellis coded modulation using

unitary space-time code in estimating the channel for a quasi-static

Rayleigh fading was investigated.

3. Analyzing the perfonnance of the high rate space-time trellis coded

modulation and standalone space-time block code III a multiuser

environment from the signal-to-noise ratio perspective.

4. A simple numerical mathematical analysis for the high rate space-time

trellis coded modulation in quasi-static and fast fading channel.

Parts of the work presented in this dissertation have been presented or submitted by

the author to this conference:

- Sokoya O.A, Hongjun Xu and Fambirai Takawira, "High Rate Space-time

Trellis Coded Modulation with hnperfect Channel estimation," Proceedings

ofthe South African Telecommunications Networks and Applications

Conference (SATNAC 2004), Spier Wine Estate, Western Cape, South

Africa, Sept. 2004

- Sokoya O.A, Hongjun Xu and Fambirai Takawira, "Perfonnance of High

rate space-time trellis coded modulation using Gauss Chebyshev Quadrature

technique," Proceedings ofthe South African Telecommunications

Networks and Applications Conference (SA TNA C 2005), Central

Drakensberg KZN South Africa Sept. 2005.

- Sokoya O.A, Hongjun Xu and Fambirai Takawira, "Perfonnance Evaluation

of High rate space-time trellis coded modulation using Gauss Chebyshev

Quadrature technique," Proceedings oflEE Communication (under reView)
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CHAPTER 2

SPACE-TIME CODES

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a general introduction to space-time coding is given and the basic

space-time coding techniques that are employed in the literature. Also later in this

chapter, we expatiate more on the design criteria for most space-time codes and

performance of such codes. A brief introduction into concatenation of channel codes

and space-time codes as a means of further improving the code performance is also

mentioned.

2.2 Space-time Coding

The use of channel code in combination with multiple transmit antenna achieves

diversity, but the drawback is loss in bandwidth efficiency. Diversity can be achieved

without any sacrifice in bandwidth efficiency if the channel codes are specifically

designed for multiple transmit antennas. Space-time coding is a bandwidth and power

efficient method of communication over fading channels. It combines the design of

channel coding, modulation, transmit diversity, and receive diversity. Space-time

codes provide better performance compared to an uncoded system. Some of the basic

techniques of space-time codes are reviewed below.

11



Chapter 2

2.3 Layered Space-time Codes.

Space-time Codes

Layered space-time (LST) codes are channel codes that are designed according to the

LST architecture proposed by Foschini in [31]. The construction of the LST codes for

an (NI' N r ) system whose capacity is linearly scaled with NI is based on an NI

separately coded one-dimensional (I-D) subsystem of equal capacity. The LST

architecture demultiplexes a stream of data into NI layers and each layered data is

then I-D convolutionally encoded by NI encoders and then transmitted by NI

antennas. The above described layered space-time architecture is formally known as

the horizontally layered space-time (HLST) architecture. Data can be rearranged

amongst the layers such that the coded data are transmitted by NI transmit antennas

forming a diagonally layered space-time architecture (DLST) [32]. In [32] the

performance analysis of both HLST and DLST codes shows that DLST codes achieve

better performance when compared with HLST codes.

2.4 Space-time Block Code

Space-time block codes were first presented by Alamouti [3] as a simple transmit

diversity technique. Tarokh et al [5], [6] generalized Alamouti's scheme by using the

theory of orthogonal design and also extended it to two or more transmit antennas.

The orthogonal design allows for the use of a simple maximum-likelihood decoding

algorithm based on linear combining at the receiver. There are two classes of space

time block codes generated from orthogonal designs. The first class consists of those

from real orthogonal designs for real constellation such as PAM and the second

consists of those from complex orthogonal designs for complex constellation such as

PSKandQAM.

2.4.1 Real orthogonal design

A real orthogonal design of size n IS an n x n orthogonal matrix whose rows are

permutations of real numbers ±~, ...,±xn. For example, real orthogonal designs for

n =2 and n =4 are:

12



Chapter 2 Space-time Codes

~ x2 x3 x4

[-~, ~] and
-x2 ~ -X4 x3

-x3 x4 ~ -x2

-X4 -x3 x2 ~

respectively.

The existence of real orthogonal designs for different values of n is known as the

Hurwitz-Radon problem in mathematics [35]. From Hurwitz-Radon theory, a full rate

real orthogonal design exist only when n =2, 4 or 8.

A set of n x n real matrices {Bp ...,Bk } is called a size k Hurwitz-Radon ofmatrices if

B; =-Bp i =1, ... ,k

15, i, j 5, k,

(2.1)

where (·l stands for the transpose of the matrix element.

Let n =2ab, where b is odd and a =4c +d with 0 5, d 5, 4 and 0 5, c . Any Hurwitz

Radon family of nxn matrices contains strictly less thanp(n)=8c+2d matrices

and p(n) 5, n . From above we can generalize that a Hurwitz-Radon family containing

n -1 matrices exist if and only if n =2, 4 and 8. Therefore to construct a space-time

block code of length p, and using the Hurwitz-Radon family matrices we can

construct a set of integer p x p matrices with p(p) -1 member's I.e.

{A1,A2...,Ap (p)_I}' Let Ao =1 andX=(~,...,xp), we can construct a pxn

generalized real orthogonal design <I> whose /' column is A j_IXT for j = 1, 2, ... , n. It

is observed that <I> is full ranked.

2.4.2 Complex orthogonal design

A complex orthogonal design of size n is an orthogonal matrix whose rows are

permutations of ±~, ...,±xn , their conjugates ±~', ...,±x:, or multiples of them by i

where i =H. Let v variables ~, x2 ' ••• Xv represent information symbols from a

13
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signal constellation, such as BPSK or QPSK, to be transmitted through NI transmit

antennas in m time slots. The transmission rate R is given by

R=!..-.
m (2.2)

A higher rate means that more information is being carried by the code.

In [3], Alamouti proposed a simple transmit diversity scheme (2.3) which was later

shown in [5] as a space-time block code from complex orthogonal design (COD) of

rate 1 for N,= 2. [5] also proposed a systematic rate 1/2 COD construction for any

number of transmit antenna using rate 1 real orthogonal design. Later works [33], [34]

on complex orthogonal design propose STBC codes of different rate and for various

transmit antenna but none of this code is full rate. We can therefore generalize that the

space-time block code in [3] is a special case of COD with full rate.

(2.3)

2.5 Space-time Trellis Code

Space-time trellis coding was introduced by Tarokh et al. [7] as a means of combining

signal processing and multiple transmit antennas producing a system with significant

gain over the earlier transmit diversity schemes [8, 9]. Baro et al. [12] showed that

although the space-time trellis coding presented by Tarokh [7] achieves maximum

possible diversity, it does not necessarily provide full coding advantage. Subsequent

computer searches in [12] and [36] have yielded new space-time trellis codes with

improved coding advantage.

In [37], optimum space-time trellis codes were proposed using generator matrices,

which provide maximum diversity and coding gain for various numbers of states and

antenna with PSK modulation. It can be shown that the space-time trellis codes

presented by Tarokh in [7] provide the best tradeoff between constellation size, data

rate, diversity advantage and trellis complexity when compared with other codes [12],

[36] and [37].

14
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Space-time trellis codes operates on one input symbol at a time and then produce a

sequence ofvector symbols whose length represents the number of transmit antennas.

To understand the functionality of space-time trellis codes, we look at a simple

example of such code using a QPSK signal constellation.

A mobile communication system that is equipped with NI and Nr transmit and

receive antennas respectively is considered. Information data is encoded by the space

time trellis encoder, the encoded data goes through a serial- to-parallel converter, and

is divided into NI streams of data. Each stream of data is used as the input to a

transmit antenna. At each time slot t, the output of transmitted signal x: is

transmitted using transmit antenna i for 1::; i::; NI. The trellis diagram for a 4-state

space-time trellis code is shown in Figure 2.1 below.

YtY2 YIY2 YIY2 YIY2

00 01 02 03:~--------""State 0

10 11 12 13~--~~~~:"--"'State 1

20 21 22 23~--+-----'~~---- State 2

30 31 32 33 JtE::::::..--------...State 3 3

o

Figure 2.1: 4-State 4-PSK Space-time trellis code

At each time t, the encoder is in a generic state. The input bit stream to the space

time encoder is divided into groups of two bits, ~X2. Each group 00, 01, 10 or 11

then selects one of the four branches originating from the corresponding state. The

branches are then mapped for every transmit antenna into one of the four constellation

points. The edge labels YIY2 in the above figure are associated with the four

transitions from top to bottom and indicate that symbol YI and Y2 are transmitted

simultaneously over the first and second antenna respectively. The encoder moves to

the next state after transmission of the couple of symbols. At the decoder, the receiver
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estimates the transition metric using the Maximum likelihood (ML) method and the

Viterbi Algorithm [10] is used to estimate the path with the least metric.

2.6 Code Design and Performance of Space-time Codes

The performance of any space-time code can be expressed in terms of the diversity

order and the coding advantage that the code provides. The frame error rate (or bit

error rate) versus signal-to-noise rate (SNR) on the log-log scaled curve of a space

time code shows these properties. The shift and slope of the curve corresponds to the

coding advantage and diversity advantage respectively. Most designed space-time

codes seek to maximize the above measures.

Tarokh et aI, in [7] proposed a new criterion for the space-time code design for

various fading channels. These criteria were based on the signal matrix over all

possible codewords.

For a mobile communication system that is equipped with NI transmit antennas and

Nr receIve antennas, the probability of transmitting the codeword

x =~ (l), ... ,xN, (1), ...,~ (I), ,xN, (I) and deciding erroneously in favour of a

different codeword x =~ (l), ,xN, (1), ...,~ (I), ...,xN, (I) is bounded by [7]:

( )

-N ( J-
rN

r r E r

p(x~x)::; nAj _s

1=1 4No

(2.4)

where r is the rank of the matrix A (x, x) and Aj are the non-zero eigenvalues of

A(x,x) .

A ( x,x ) = B ( x,x )e(B ( x,x )t
XI (1) - XI (1) XI (2) - XI (2) XI (l) - XI (l)
X 2 (1) - x2 (1) x2 (2) - x2 (2) x2 (l) - x2 (l)

(2.5)
B(x,x) =

xn, (1) - xn, (1) xn (2) - xn (2) xn (l) - xn (l), , , ,

16
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• Rank Criterion: In order to achieve the maxnnum diversity NI *N r , the

codeword matrix B (x,x), must be full rank. If the codeword matrix has a

minimum rank r over the set of two tuples of distinct codeword, then a

diversity of r *NI is achieved.

• Coding Advantage Criterion: The minimum determinant of the codeword

matrix, A (x,x) taken over all pairs of distinct codewords must be maximized.

• Orthogonality Criterion: The transmitted codeword matrix is made orthogonal

in order to minimize the decoding complexity as transmit and receive antennas

increases. The orthogonality property of the codeword matrix is given by

(2.6)

where IN is an identity matrix of order NI.
I

2.7 Concatenated Space-time Codes.

Concatenating channel codes with space-time codes show a considerable increase in

the performance of the overall multi-antenna element system [38], [39]. These

systems exploit the properties of the channel code to increase either the coding gain or

the time-diversity advantage. The channel codes include convolution codes, Trellis

coded modulation (TCM) and Turbo coding.

The code construction in this thesis is based on the concatenation of space-time block

code and an outer TCM encoder. The standard technique in the design of a TCM (as

enumerated in section 2.8) is used to realize a high rate space-time trellis coded

modulation with large coding gain when compared with [7].

1""
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2.8 Brief Introduction on Trellis Coded Modulation

In trellis coded modulation (TCM), coding and modulation schemes are combined in

order to improve the reliability of a digital transmission system without increasing the

transmitted power or required bandwidth. A schematic diagram ofTCM in an AWGN

channel is shown in Figure 2.2 below.

Input

Pn "Data ... Channel Constellation Modulator
Encoder ".

Mapper
,

m m+u
its/symbob

Channel

tput data Vrterbi _Pn -.J Demodulator~ Decoder
~ ~

m

Ou

Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of TCM

The basic idea of TCM combines ordinary rate R =m/m +u binary convolutional

codes with an M-ary signal constellation (M =2m
+

II > 2) in such a way that coding

gain is achieved without increasing the rate at which symbols are transmitted, i.e.,

without increasing the required bandwidth, compared to uncoded modulation. For

example, a rate R = 2/3 convolutional code can be combined with 8-PSK modulation

by mapping the three encoder output bits in each T-second time interval into on 8

PSK symbol. This TCM scheme can then be compared with uncoded QPSK

modulation, since they both have the same spectral efficiency of 1] = 2 bits/symbol.

The key to the technique is that the redundant bits introduced by coding (i.e. u) are not

used to send extra symbols, as in binary modulation, but instead they are used to

expand the size of the signal constellation relative to the uncoded system. Thus TCM

involves signal set expansion rather than bandwidth expansion.

In a TCM system, if the convolutional codes are chosen according to the usual

criterion of maximizing the minimum free Hamming distance between codewords and

the mapping of the encoder outputs to signal points in the expanded constellation is

done independently of the code selection, coding gain is not achieved. However, if the

code and signal mapping are designed jointly to maximize the minimum free

18
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Euclidean distance between signal sequences, coding gain can be achieved without

expanding the bandwidth or increasing the average energy of the signal set. This is

accomplished using a technique known as mapping by set partitioning [11].

2.9 SUMMARY

In this chapter the channel codes used in MIMO systems are reviewed. The three

main primary approaches in space-time coding schemes which are layered space-time

codes, space-time block code and space-time trellis code were enumerated in this

chapter. Space-time block codes operate on a block of input symbols, producing a

matrix output whose columns represent time variation, and rows represent the number

of antenna used while space-time trellis codes operate on one input symbol at a time

producing a sequence of vector symbols whose length represents antennas.

In space-time block code, the theory of orthogonal design can be used to design both

real and complex orthogonal space-time block codes. It can be shown that the simple

transmit diversity scheme of Alamouti in [3] is a special case of full rate complex

orthogonal space-time block code design.

Space-time trellis codes in [7] fall into the category of space-time codes that offer a

good tradeoffbetween complexity and performance.

The code design criteria and performance of most of the space-time codes were

discussed and a brief review of concatenating channel codes with space-time codes as

an attempt to further increase the performance of such codes was mentioned in this

chapter.

10



CHAPTER 3

HIGH RATE SPACE-TIME TRELliS CODED

MODULATION

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter a fonn of space-time trellis coded modulation [4] that utilizes the

principle of Ungerboeck [11] in the design of TCM to provide a high rate space-time

code will be considered. Since the original space-time trellis coded modulation

proposed by Tarokh [7] was handcrafted (i.e. not optimum in design), various

research papers [12, 13, 14,36,43] have been aimed at constructing space-time codes

with the optimum constituent TCM encoder. Most of these papers have been

completed with a proposed code construction or systematic search for an optimal

constituent TCM encoder with improved worst-case error perfonnance. However,

only marginal or moderate gains of average perfonnance over the original space-time

trellis code [7] design were obtained from these research efforts.

The construction of the high rate space-time code in this chapter is based on the

concatenation of an outer TCM/Multiple TCM with an inner space-time block code.

Most of the work in this chapter focus on this transmit coded modulation's scheme

design and the comparison of its perfonnance with and without channel estimation at

the receiver.

20
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3.1.1 System Model

High rate space-time trellis coded modulation

A communication system equipped with NI antennas at the transmitter and Nr

antennas at the receiver is considered. The transmitter employs a concatenation

coding scheme where a Multiple-TCM encoder with multiplicity of Ne is used as an

outer code and an Ne X NI space-time block code is used as the inner code.

The transmitter encodes ke information bits into NeNI symbols (i.e. Ne X NI III

matrix dimension) corresponding to the edge in the trellis of the space-time code with

2vc states, where ve is the memory of the space-time encoder. The encoded symbols

are divided into NI streams, each of which is linearly modulated and simultaneously

transmitted via each antenna. The rate of this space-time code is defined as

Re = kjNe bits /symbol. For example let us consider a transmitter that encodes 4

information bits into 4 symbols i.e. NI = 2 and Ne = 2. This make Re = 2 bits / symbol

which is the rate for a QPSK constellation. This shows that the transmission scheme

employed is a full rate or high rate system.

It is assumed that the elements of the signal constellation are chosen so that the

average energy of the constellation is one. The channel between the transmit and

receive antennas is modelled as frequency non-selective flat Rayleigh fading process.

The signal received by the /' receive antenna can be expressed in matrix form as

. ffEb .r 1 = -C-eH X + 1)1,
NI

where X is an Nx NI transmitted codeword matrix of the form given in (3.2),

(3.1)

(3.2)

with Xi (k) being the symbol transmitted at the time k by the i lh transmit antenna and

N being the frame length.
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The channel matrix gIven by H of dimension NI x I and with elements hi,J'

i =I 2 ... N J' =1 2 ... N is the path gain from transmit antenna i to receive antenna
" t' " r

j. The channel coefficients are modelled as independent samples of complex

Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance 0.5 per dimension. The noise

matrix per /' receive antenna is given by 1)J and its elements are modelled as

independent samples of zero-mean Gaussian random variables with variance No/2 per

dimension.

The construction of the high rate space-time trellis coded modulation (HR-SITCM)

[4] is based on expanding the cardinality of an orthogonal space-time signal set before

concatenating it with an outer encoder. Once the expanded signal set is formed, the

standard set partitioning method can be used to partition codewords in each block

code subset. A simple design rule which is transition leaving from (and/or merging

to) each state are uniquely labelled with codewords from a full rank block code can

be posed on the outer encoder to guarantee that the resulting space-time code achieve

full-diversity. To achieve a full rate design, the standard space-time block code [3] is

used as a building subset. A distinct block-code subset can be generated from the

original signal subset by applying certain unitary transformation, i.e., if E(x) is an

Ne X NI orthogonal block code for an input x, another orthogonal block code E(x) can

be formed by

E(x)= K 'E(x)'L, (3.3)

where K and L are some Ne X Ne and NI X NI diagonal matrices respectively. This

idea is borrowed from the signal expansion used in TCM.

Using the 2x2 Alamouti signals P2 [3], as the building subset, we can generate

additional isolated signal subset. For the QPSK alphabet we can generate the

expanded signal subset by using (3.3) with K being an identity matrix and L drawn

from the following set:
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(3.4)

The space-time block codes resulting from the four generators i.e. elements of L

shall be denoted correspondingly by

A (XO'xl)= P2 x diag [1,1] = (xo. X~)
- XI X o (3.5)

(3.6)

-jXI )

- jX~ .

(3.7)

(3.8)

The expanded signal set matrices above, can be partitioned as shown in Figure 3.1

based on the square Euclidean distance of the input labels. The square Euclidean

distance can be calculated for a given pair of signals from each block code:

{A (ao,a l ), A(po' PI)}' {B (aO,a 1 ),B (PO,PI)}, {C (ao,a
l
),C (po' PI)} or

{D (ao,a,), D (po' PI)}

by using

(3.9)

The classic set partitioning technique [11] was basically provided to do exactly this.

?1
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Figure 3.1: Signal Matrix Partition

3.2 Code Performance in Fading Channels

In this section an example of the high rate space-time trellis coded modulation scheme

for a system with two transmit antennas in fading channels is introduced. In this case

a multiple trellis code modulation (MTCM) encoder with multiplicity of 2 is used as

an outer encoder and a 2 x 2 space-time block code as the inner encoder. For the

QPSK example of the HR-STTCM, the encoded bits are naturally mapped to a point

on the QPSK constellation, resulting in QPSK symbols that are fed into the space

time block code (inner encoder). Since an MTCM with a multiplicity of 2 is used as

the outer encoder, there are 24
= 16 incoming and outgoing transitions needed at each

state to achieve the desired code rate of 2bits/symbol. The MTCM encoder will thus

have 8 possible parallel transition branches. The standard method [44] of dividing

each of the four block code subsets into 2 partitions, as shown in (3.10), based on the

square Euclidean is used.

A o = {A(±I,±I),A(±j,±j)}

AI = {A(±I,±j),A(±j,±I)}

B o = {B(±I,±I),B(±j,±j)}

B I = {B(±I,±j),B(±j,±I)}

24
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and similarly for eo , Cl' Do, and DI ·

The trellis structure for a 2-state and 4- state encoder is shown in Figure 3.2:

State 0 -=::--------""-----.

State 1

State 0 -=::-------"------.... State 0 State 2

State 1 State 3 .....:::...-----"-----r
State 1.c:::.....---..lL.-----....

Figure 3.2: 2-State and 4-State 2-bits/symbol HR-STTCM

State 0

State 1

State 2

State 3

The decoding complexity of the HR- SITCM construction is made practically low by

exploiting signal orthogonality. For a maximum likelihood sequence decoder with

perfect channel state information, the branch metric m(k) at kIll decoding interval (at

time 2k and 2k+1) for a transition labelled with transmitted matrix

(3.11 )

given that the observations at this interval are r (2k) and r (2k +1) and the channel

gain H = [h(1) h(2)]T is given as:

2k+1 2

m(k) =L r (i) - L X s (i) h(s)
i=2k s=1

2

(3.12)

Once the minimum branch metric per transition is computed, the Viterbi Algorithm

[10] is applied to search for the path with the lowest accumulated metric.

When the channel between transmit and receive antenna is constant over a frame

length i.e. quasi-static, the probability that the maximum likelihood detector in (3.12)

detects erroneously in favour of codeword matrix sequence A= (AI' A2 , A
3

, ... , AN)
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when in fact the codeword matrix sequence A =(A1,A2 ,A3 , ••• ,AN ) which was

transmitted is given by [20]

(3.13)

where Q(y) = ~[e-N2dt and by using the inequality Q(y)::s; .!.e-y2
/
2, y ~ o.

'" 2n y 2

In (3.13) we can further express elements ofthe Euclidean norm i.e. 11·11 as;

IIH (A - A.)W = tr(H-HH (A -A)(A _A)H)

= (Illxk -xk I12 ) tr(H-HH)
kEy

(3.14)

where r denotes the set of indices k for which Ak;l:. Ak, tr(.) denotes the trace

operator and

(A-A)(A-AY =(Illxk -xk I12 )-I.
key

(3.15)

In (3.14) Xk and xk represent the symbols from which matrices A k and Ak are

constructed from. It follows from (3.15) that

since the codewords A k and Ak are orthogonal.

Substituting (3.16) back in (3.13) we get

Pr (A ~ AIH ) = Q ( IT «A -AHA -A)") IT (H ~H ) J
NI 20-

(
tr ( (A - A)(A - A)H ) tr (H H H ) )

~ exp - .
NI 40- 2

26
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Averaging (3.17) with respect to the distribution of tr(HHH) given in (3.20) [41] we

get,

(3.18)

It should be noted from (3.18) that the average error probability is inversely

proportional totr(A -A)(A -At). The bound in (3.18) can be minimized if

tr (A - A)(A - At) is maximized.

Thus in quasi-static fading the code performance is a function of the maximum

minimum trace of the error signal difference matrix among all pairs of distinct

codewords. It should be noted that the trellis's constructions in Figure 3.2 are

designed to do this which corresponds to the coding gain advantage that the scheme

provides when compared with other space-time coding schemes (i.e. [7, 12 13])and

also maintains appropriate diversity gain i.e. NfNr •

For a fast fading channel, the channel coefficients are assumed to remain constant

during the transmission of one orthogonal block of A k matrix, but change in random

manner from one block to another. The upper bound in a fast fading environment can

be written as:

Let L be the size of r .Since the coefficients of H k are independently identically

distributed random variables with a pdf given by (3.20), averaging (3.19) over H
k

gives (3.21).

(3.20)

where U =NtNr and g(x) denotes the step function.
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( (
-I)) IlL ( tr((A k -Ak)(Ak_Ak)H )]-NtNr

E Pr A ~ A H ~ 1+ 2
key 4N/y

~ ( 1 2 J-LNtNr IT (If ((A, - A,)(~, -A.)" )]-N'N', (3.21)

4Nt G' key 4Nt G'

where the above approximation holds for sufficient high values of SNR. From the

above equation we can see that the order of diversity is NrNtL where L is the

minimum (matrix) symbol, i.e. A k , Hamming distance between the different

codewords.

3.3 HR-STTCM with Channel Estimation.

In practice it is always assumed that the receiver has a perfect knowledge of the

channel so as to make coherent decoding possible as explained above. This

assumption is inappropriate when simulating a physical system, because in a real

system the effect of the channel can never be known exactly. Rather some form of

estimation is performed to find an approximation for the channel. One method of

finding an estimate for the channel is the use of pilot symbols. In [15] a new class of

unitary space-time signal was proposed as a form of a pilot symbol to estimate the

channel. Various unitary space-time signal constellations were designed in [16], [17]

and [18].The metric for the design of such signal constellations includes the chordal

distance [45], diversity product distance, subspace distance and the asymptotic union

bound.

The unitary space-time symbols are used to estimate the channel coefficients and then

coherent detection can be performed using the obtained channel estimate.

3.3.1 System Model

Again a communication system that employs HR-STICM with N transmit and N
t r

receive antennas is considered. At the beginning of a frame transmission, we use a

')\2
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sequence of Up pilot unitary code sequence which is of the forms NI x Up pilot code

matrix given in matrix form by Cp. The pilot code matrix used is of the orthogonal

code in [3]. When the pilot code matrix is transmitted, we receive:

(3.22)

In (3.22) the elements of'lp are independently identically distributed complex

Gaussian noise and H= [~ ~, .... ,hNt Jis the channel coefficients which span the

pilot transmission and it is a zero-mean complex Gaussian random variable.

From (3.22) we can obtain a least-square estimate of channel matrix which is given

by:

(3.23)

After the channel has been estimated using (3.23) we can then transmit the HR

STTCM codes. At the decoder coherent decoding is then performed using the

estimated channel coefficients in (3.23).

3.4 Simulation Result and Discussions

In this section the simulation results of the high rate space-time trellis coded

modulation with and without channel estimation is presented. The simulation results

are compared with some of the existing space-time codes. The simulation is done for

two transmit and one receive antenna. Each frame consists of 256 bits. Figure 3.3

compares the frame error rate performance of STBC, 4-state STTC, 2-state and 4-state

HR-STTCM under quasi-static fading assumption i.e. the channel coefficient is

assumed to be constant for the frame duration and varies from frame to frame. The

simulation shows that STBC by itself performs slightly better than STTC [7] for one

receive antenna under fast fading assumption. This can be explained by the

multidimensional structure of STBCs, since each codeword spans two time symbols

and average noise over time. The simulation also shows that HR-STTCM outperform

both STBC and STTC. The coding gain advantage, i.e. shift in the graph downward,

?Q
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shown in the result (i.e. Figure 3.3) is as a result of the trace condition as enumerated

in the analysis above. The design maximizes the minimum trace of the error signal

difference matrix by using parallel path in the set partitioning.
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Figure 3.3: Performance of QPSK STBC, STTC and HR-STTCM in quasi-static fading.
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Figure 3.4: Performance of QPSK STBC, STTC and HR-STTCM in fast fading

In Figure 3.4 the frame error rate performance of STBC, 4-state STTC, 2-state and 4

state HR-STTCM under fast fading, i.e. the channel is kept constant for one block of

two scalar symbols and then changed from block to block in a random manner, is

shown. The result above shows that the HR-STTCM outperforms the STTC and

STBC even in fast fading channel. The diversity advantage, i.e. slope of the curve,

provided by the HR-STTCM codes in fast fading channel is expected as predicted

from the analytical expression above. For quasi-static fading the diversity advantage

equal NrNt while for fast fading it is NrNtL .
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Figure 3.5: QPSK HR-STTCM schemes with and without channel estimation
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Figures 3.5(a) and (b) show the performance of a 4-state and 2-state HR-STICM

schemes with and without channel estimation, respectively. The length of the unitary

pilot symbol used in the simulation to estimate the channel is 2. The results show that

in both scheme an approximate 3dB penalty is paid by using the unitary pilot symbols

to estimate the channel coefficients.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, the code construction in [4] and the performance of such high rate

space-time code with and without channel estimation was reviewed.

The performance of the code in coherent detection, i.e. without channel estimation

was enumerated for both quasi-static and fast fading Rayleigh fading channel. The

upper bound of the error probability shows that the performance of the code, for a

quasi-static fading assumption is a function of the trace of the error signal difference

matrix among all pairs of distinct codeword matrix. Maximizing the minimum trace

of the error signal difference matrix was accomplished in the construction of the HR

STICM by using the revolutionary idea in [11] which is signal set partition.

In fast fading channel and at significantly high SNR, the diversity of such space-time

code is a function of the minimum (matrix) symbol Hamming distance between the

different codewords.

Simulations results show that in both fast and quasi-static fading channel, the HR

STICM codes outperforms all the existing space-time codes.

The performance of the HR-STICM in a non-coherent environment was reviewed.

The channel coefficient at the receiver was estimated using a unitary space-time

orthogonal matrix and simulation result shows that about 3dB was lost due to the

imperfect channel estimate.



CHAPTER 4

MULTIUSER SPACE-TIME TRELLIS CODED

MODULATION

4.1 Introduction

Space-time block coding is a powerful technique that exploits signal orthogonality at

the transmitter and simplified linear decoding at the receiver in order to remove the

drawback of space-time trellis codes (i.e. decoding complexity grows exponentially

with the number of transmit antennas). The properties of space-time block coding [3,

5] can be used to develop an efficient interference suppression technique that can be

used to increase system capacity (in terms of number of users). In a multiuser

scenario, with K synchronous co-channel users using space-time block transmission

scheme, the behaviour of space-time block coding can be exploited to suppress co

channel interference from the K-l co-channel space-time user in the desired terminal.

Since the construction of the High rate space-time trellis coded modulation (HR

SITCM) is based on the concatenation of outer trellis coded modulation and inner

space-time block code, we exploit further the behaviour of the space-time block

coding and trellis coded modulation in a multiuser environment.

In this chapter, a standalone space-time block coding scheme ill a multiuser

environment and the use of an interference suppression technique called zero-forcing

to decouple co-channel users is considered. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a

desired decoupled signal is also derived and it is deduced that when zero-forcing is
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Chapter 4 Multiuser space-time trellis coded modulation

used in a standalone space-time block code transmission scheme, it completely

suppresses co-channel interference.

Later in the chapter the space-time block coding interference suppression technique is

applied to HR-STICM schemes and show from analysis and simulation that although

the scheme contains space-time block codes, it is not possible to obtain the single user

performance for a decoupled co-channel user as was obtained in the standalone space

time block coding scheme.

4.2 System Model

A multiuser environment with K synchronous co-channel users where each user is

equipped with NI (= 2; full rate complex design) transmit antennas and uses space-time

block coding transmission mechanisms is considered. At the receiver of a desired user,

there are K x NI interfering signals. An interference suppression technique can be used

to suppress signals from the K -1 co-channel space-time users to achieve the desired

diversity order which is NI' Figure 4.1 below shows the schematic diagram of the

STBC in a multiuser environment. The channel coefficients per user (hiE{I,2} =Ne (0,1))

are assumed to undergo quasi-static and flat Rayleigh fading.

~

[ x,: x~, ] /-x12 XII

~ Zero-forcing and
[ X2~ x:2

] / Maximum
-X

22 X21 • Likelihood decision •
••• • • •

• • •
•• •

~

[ x,: x:'] /-X
k2 X k1

Transmit End Receive End

Figure 4.1: Multiuser transmission system with standalone space-time block code
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For a single user transmission scenario, that is equipped with NI (=2) transmit antenna

and a single receive antenna, the output at the receiver at two successive time interval

i.e. t and t+1 is given by:

(4.1)

where X iE{\,2} E 9l are the transmitted space-time signals and also elements of a

baseband transmission sequence 9l with unit-energy constellation. 1]iE{\,2} are samples

of AWGN. The above receiver equation can be written in matrix form as shown below:

[
r (t) ] [~ ~] [Xi] [1]\]

-r*(t+l) = -~ h;· X2 + -1];

r = H -x + n

(4.2)

The transmitted signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be calculated by multiplying (4.2) by

the conjugate transpose of the channel matrix as show below:

[~. -~][ r(t) ] [~. -~] [~ ~] [Xi] [~. -~] [ 1]\ ]
~ ~ -r* (t +1) = ~ ~ • -~ ~•• x2 + ~ ~ - -1];

(4.3)

SNR= E((1~12+lhlr·lxI12) =(1~12+lhl)Es
E (( ~'1]1 +h21];) (~'1]1 +h21];r)

The single user equation model given in (4.2) can be extended to 2 receive antenna

case given by:

[:}[::]{::H::]
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where H 2 is the channel coefficient matrix to the second receive antenna and r2 is what

is received by the second receiver.

The equation model in (4.4) can further be extended to (4.5) i.e. a two user scenario

where Cl and C 2 corresponds to the channel coefficient matrix of the second user for

receive antenna 1 and receive antenna 2 respectively and Y2 represents the data

sequence ofthe second user.

(4.5)

Equation (4.5) can be generalised into a multiuser scenario with K users each with

NI (=2) transmit antenna and N r receive antenna to give:

r J
H (I) H(2) H(k) x(l) n l1 J I

r 2
H (I) H(2) H(k) X(2) n 22 2 2

r3 = H(I) H(2) H(k) • X(3) + n 3 (4.6)3 3 3

rNr
H(I) H(2) H(k) X(k) n NrN r N r N r

where H~) is the channel coefficient matrix from the k th user to the m th receive

antenna and X(k) (= X kl , X k2 ) are the data sequence of the k th user.

4.3 Zero-forcing Interference Cancellation

In this section an interference cancellation scheme for a two user space-time block

coding scheme as defined in (4.5) and the use of zero-forcing in decoupling the two

user signals will be considered. Later the signal-to-noise ratio of the decoupled signal

will be calculated.

In the zero-forcing solution [42], the interference between the two space-time co

channel users is removed, without any regard to noise enhancement, by using a matrix

linear combiner D as shown:
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(4.7)

Let D be defined by a matrix given bY[~ ; ] , so

(4.8)

From (4.8), qC. =-sC2 ; s =_qC.C;1 and ffi. =-pH2 ; f =-pH2H;· . Let q =p =1
N"

the solution for D is therefore given by:

(4.9)

Substituting (4.9) into (4.7) we obtain the decoupled signal matrix as given by

The received equation of the decoupled signals are then given by

(4.11)

For a desired decoupled user equation e.g. ~ = H-XI +°1 ,the signal-to-noise ratio

expression can be obtained by expanding the matrix element of the received signal.

The expansion of Hand B( are given by
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(4.12)

respectively, where hji is the channel coefficient of user 1 from the i 1h transmit antenna

to the /h receive antenna, cji is also defined as the channel coefficient of user 2 from

the i 1h transmit antenna to the /h receive antenna and 17ij are the noise samples from the

i1h user to the /' receive antenna and they are zero mean complex Gaussian noise

which are independent and identically distributed.

Further expansion of H in (4.12) is given by

Therefore,

(4.13)

Further expansion of n( in (4.12) is also given by

(4.14)
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The receiver equation of the desired decoupled signal can now be written as:

(4.15)

From (4.15) the expression for the signal-to-noise ratio of the decoupled signal can be

obtained by multiplying it by the conjugate transpose of :H as shown below;

[AI -NJ[ j(t) ]=[AI -NlJM NlJ~I]+[AI -NlJ ~l-!thl+~.]. (4.16)
N M -Ij (t+1) N M Jl-N AIJl~ N MJL-~ +Qlhl +F'1Ja

Applying the same procedure that was used in (4.3) to calculate the SNR to (4.16), we

obtain

(4.17)

Further expansion of (4.17) can be obtained to give the expression in (4.18). Details of

the expansion of (4.16) to get (4.17) and subsequently (4.18) are shown in Appendix 1.

(4.18)

The expression of the SNR in (4.18) compared with (4.3) shows that there will be no

SNR penalty for a standalone space-time block coding scheme in a multiuser

environment when zero-forcing interference cancellation is used to decoupled the two

co-channel users.

Since the SNR is the same as if one user was transmitting (with 2 antennas) and the

receiver is equipped with one antenna, it can be concluded that the diversity order is

the same as that of Alamouti code [3]. Effectively this shows that it is possible to

double the capacity (in terms of the number of users) by applying a Zero-forcing
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interference cancellation at the receiver without sacrificing space-time diversity gain

while the only penalty incurred will be an additional antenna at the receiver side.

4.4 HR-STTCM in a Multiuser Environment

The construction of HR-STICM in [4] was based on the concatenation of an outer

trellis coded modulation (TCM) code with an inner space-time block coding scheme.

The idea used in the construction of TCM which was signal set expansion and set

partitioning, was used in the construction of HR-STICM. The Alamouti code in [3]

was used as the building block for the HR-STICM construction and diagonal matrix

multiplication was done on the building block to generate other space-time block

codes. For the sake of repetition, the following constraints were placed on the single

user design of the HR-STICM to make sure the frame error rate performance of the

scheme performs better that the standalone space-time block coding schemes

• Signal orthogonality; this means that the signals transmitted from each antenna

must be orthogonal to each other. This constraint is employed to lower the

decoding complexity.

• Signal matrix has unequal eigenvalue. This corresponds to the coding gain

advantage observed in the performance ofHR-STTCM.

• Transitions leaving from (or merging to) each state in the trellis are uniquely

labeled with codewords from a full rank block code. This constraint allows the

HR-STICM construction to achieve full diversity.

The construction of the HR-STICM can be extended to a multiuser environment and

Zero-forcing solution applied at the receiver, as enumerated above in the standalone

space-time block code scheme, to decouple the space-time user signals.

4.4.1 System Model

Here also a multiuser environment with K synchronous co-channel users where each

user is equipped withN/ (= 2; full rate complex design) transmit antennas and each
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uses HR-STfCM encoder will be considered. We limit the signal set from each user to

element from the matrices A and B given by

A=[ Xl. X:],
-X2 Xl

B = A .diag [1 , -1] = [ Xl.
-X2

(4.19)

At the receiver of a desired user, there will be K x NI interfering signal and an

interference suppression technique can be used to suppress signals from the K - I co

channel space-time user and achieve the desired diversity order which is NI' The

Figure 4.2 below illustrates the schematic diagram of the HR-STfCM in a multiuser

environment. The channel coefficients are assumed to undergo quasi-static and flat

Rayleigh fading.

~
HR-STTCM

/encoder

A or B

~ Zero-forcing andHR-STTCM

encoder / Maximum •
• Likelihood decision •

A or B
•• • •• •• •

• •
~

HR-STTCM

/encoder

A or B

Transmit End Receive End

Figure 4.2: Multiuser transmission system with HR-STTCM

For our analysis a 2-user case with each user using an HR-STfCM encoder will be

considered. For the 2-user scenario, there are four possible combinations of transmitted

data;

•
•
•
•

Case I: User I transmits using A and user 2 transmits using A

Case 2: User I transmits using A and user 2 transmits using B

Case 3: User I transmits using B and user 2 transmits using A

Case 4: User 1 transmits using B and user 2 transmits using B
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Case 1: This has been discussed in the previous section. Since both users transmit

using Alamouti matrix.

Case 2: The received signal from the first antenna and the second antenna can be

expressed using the equation model in (4.5) to give (4.20) where G I =(gIPgI2) and

G 2 =(g2Pg22) are the channel coefficient matrix of the second user for receive

antenna 1(=Ij (t), -~. (t +1)) and receive antenna 2 (= r2(t), -r:; (t +1)) respectively.

HI =(h. I' h.2) and H 2=(~\, ~2) are the channel coefficient matrix of user 1 for receive

antenna 1 and receive antenna 2 respectively.

Ij (t) =Xl1 h.1 + X12h.2 + X2\gl1 - x22 g\2 + 7711 (t)

-Ij. (t +1) =-Xll h.·2 + x12 h.·\ + X21 g;2 + X22 g;\ -77;2 (t +1)

r2(t) =~\~I +~2~2 + X2\g2\ - x22g22 + 772\ (t)

-r2·(t+l)=-~1Jz;2 +~2Jz;1 +X2\g;2 +x22g;\-77;2(t+l)

Ij (t) h.1 h.2 gl1 -g\2 ~1 77\\ (t) (4.20)
-Ij. (t +1) -h.·2 h.·1 • •

-77;2 (t +1)gl2 gl1 ~2= +r2(t) ~\ ~2 g21 -g22 X21 7721 (t)
-r2•(t +1) -Jz;2 Jz;\

• • -77;2 (t +1)g22 g21 x22

[r}[H, G'l[X}[D']
r2 H 2 G 2 x2 D2

Note that the structure of matrix element of G 1 and G 2 is not the same as the channel

coefficient matrix element of HI and H
2

•
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Case 3: Using the approach used in (4.20) we can obtain the receiver equation as

shown in (4.21) below.

fj (t) =-Xi I~ I - -Xi2~2 + x21g l1 + x22g12 + rh I(t)

-fj* (t + 1) =-Xi 1~*2 + -Xi2~*1 - x21g~2 + x22g~1 -77~2 (t + 1)

r2(t) =-Xi I~I - -Xi2~2 + x21 g 21 + x22g 22 + 7721 (t)

-r; (t + 1) = -Xi Ih;2 + -Xi2~1 - X21 g;2 + X22g;1 -77;2 (t + 1)

fj (t) ~I -~2 gl1 gl2 -XiI 7711 (t) (4.21)

-fj* (t + 1) ~*2 ~*I
* *

-77~2 (t + 1)-g12 gl1 xl2= +
r2(t) ~I -~2 g21 g22 X21 n21 (t)

-r;(t+l) ~2 ~1
* * -77;2(t+l)-g22 g21 X22

["] =[H, G']f}[D,]
r 2 H 2 G 2 X2 8 2

Note also that the structure of matrix element of G) and G 2 is not the same as the

channel coefficient matrix element of H) and H 2 •

Case 4: Using the same approach as enumerated above, the receiver equation is shown

in (4.22) as

fj (t) =Xl1~ I - X12~2 + x21 g 11 - x22g12 + 7711 (t)

-fj* (t + 1) = -Xi1~*2 + -Xi2~*1 + X21g~2 + X22g~1 -77;2 (t + 1)

r2(t) =-Xi I~I - -Xi2~2 + x21g 21 - x22g 22 + 7721 (t)

-r;(t+l)=-Xil~2 +-Xi2~1 +X2I g;2 +X22g;1 -77;2(t+l)

fj (t) ~1 -~2 gl1 -g12 -XiI 7711 (t) (4.22)
-fj* (t + 1) ~*2 ~*I * *

-77;2(t+l)gl2 gl1 xl2= +r2(t) ~1 -~2 g21 -g22 X21 7721 (t)
-r;(t+l) ~2 ~I

* *
-77;2(t+l)g22 g21 x22

[r}[H, G']f}[D,]
r 2 H 2 G 2 X2 8 2

Note also that the structure of matrix element of G) and G
2
is the same as the channel

coefficient matrix element of H) and H 2 but different from the structure of H in (4.2).
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It is noted that although, the structure of the channel coefficients matrix obtained as a

result of using the expanded Alamouti code matrix i.e. B differs from the one obtained

in (4.2), the channel coefficient matrix are still orthogonal to each other i.e.

(4.23)

where (.t represents the conjugate transpose of the matrix element and 12 is a 2 x 2

identity matrix.

4.5 Decoder Structure for a 4-PSK 2-User Scheme

Here it is assumed that the channel state information is perfectly known at the receiver

and the optimum Maximum Likelihood decoding rule can be applied to the decoupled

signals in (4.11) as shown below:

Xl = arg ~!~ Ili\ -HX I W'
(4.24)

The decoder structure for, a 2-state per user and a 4-state per user, 2-User HR-STTCM

scheme will be considered. Equivalent trellises of the super trellises are drawn for the

two examples, i.e. 2-state per user and 4-state per user. The equivalent trellises are

drawn based on the fact that some of the branch metrics for the super trellises are

equal.

4.5.1 Decoder of a 2-State HR-STTCM Scheme

At the receiver of the HR-STTCM scheme, we can apply Zero-forcing solution to

decouple the two space-time user signals using the approach enumerated above for the

standalone space-time block coding scheme. The Zero-forcing solution is applied on

the super trellis structure obtained by combining the two users as shown in Figure 4.3

using the look-up table, i.e. Table 4.1.
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In the Figure 4.3 and the look-up table 4.1 Ai (i=Oor) and B j (j=OorI) represent the

transmitted space-time block code as shown in (4.20) and the subscript represent the

partition in which the transmitted symbols belong as explained in chapter 3 (Section

3.2).

Assuming that the channel conditions are known at the receiver, the branch metric of

the trellis shown in Figure 4.3 can be calculated using the ML argument in (4.24). The

branch metric calculation arg min Ili)A - H IAXo11

2

is used when AoAo and AoAl are
IoEmo

given as outputs. The same applies for the following branch metric calculations:

arg min Ili)A - H IAx)11
2

when A) Ao and A) A) are outputs,
IIEml

arg min Ili)B - HIBX) 11

2

when A) Bo and A) B) are outputs,
IlEm l

arg min Ili)B - H IBXol1
2

when AoBo and AoB) are outputs,
IoEmo

arg min Ili)A - H 2A x)11
2

when BIAo and B)AI are outputs,
ItEml

arg min IlilA - H 2AXo11
2

when BoAo and BoAI are outputs,
IoEmo

argminllilB - H 2BXJ when B)BOand B)BIare outputs,
IlEml

and for arg min IlilB - H 2BXo11

2
when BoBo and BOB) are outputs.

IoEmo

Looking at the 4-state super trellis carefully, we can draw an equivalent 2-state trellis

using the branch metric. Since each of the branches (each branch contains 8 parallel

transitions) in the 4-state super trellis has one other branch that uses the same branch

metric with it, an equivalent 2-state trellis can be drawn with 32 incoming or outgoing

transitions per state. The 32 incoming or outgoing transitions are divided into two 16

parallel decoding branches. The equivalent 2-state trellis is given in Figure 4.4. In the

equivalent trellises m {XiY j } is defined as the branch metric when user 1 transmit

using Xi block code and user 2 transmits usingY
j

•

The parameters used in the branch metric calculation are defined in (4.25). Once the

branch metrics are computed, the Viterbi Algorithm [10] is applied to search for the

path with the least accumulated metric.
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Table 4-1: Look- up Table for the Super Trellis of the 2-State per User 4-PSK HR-STTCM Scheme

Present State Input Next State

Userl User2 Userl User2 Userl User2
Output

0 0 Ao Ao 0 0 AoAo

0 0 AJ Ao 1 0 A)AO

0 0 Ao A) 0 1 AOA)

0 0 AI AJ 1 1 AJAI

0 1 Ao Bo 0 1 AoBo

0 1 Ao B) 0 0 AOB)

0 1 A) Bo 1 1 AJBO

0 1 AI B) 1 0 AJB)

1 0 Bo Ao 1 0 BoAo

1 0 Bo A) 1 1 BOA)

1 0 B) Ao 0 0 B)AO

1 0 B) A) 0 1 B)A)

1 1 Bo Bo 1 1 BoBo

1 1 Bo B) 1 0 BoBI

1 1 B) Bo 0 1 BJBO

1 1 B) BJ 0 0 BJBI
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State 0 0 -.::---...ll-""""------"""":II~ State 0 0

State 0 1~.....;.~~~*-+---.. State 0 1

State 1 0 ~~r-'I-...JJ.jt....~~~~--t. State 1 0

State 1 1State 1 1 c..__......L.I.-"Ij"--- --1~

Figure 4.3: Super Trellis for a 2-State per User HR-STTCM 2-User Scheme.

State b ~----......L...lI....ll.I..-"""'-..lI....JU------

State a

State b

Figure 4.4: Equivalent trellis 2-State HR-STTCM 2-User Scheme
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ffi) ={(±1,±j),(±j,±1)}

H -[~) ~2]
)A - -~·2 ~.(

-~,] G =[ gll g~, ]
~.) )A •

-g)2 gll

"',] ["" -h,,]
,,;) H 28 = ";2 ,,;)

-~22]
g21

(4.25)

4.5.2 Decoder of a 4-State per user HR-STTCM 2-User Scheme

For a 4-State per user scheme, the look-up table is shown in Table 4.2. The super trellis

for the decoder of this scheme will contain a 16-state trellis which is computationally

complex and therefore necessitates drawing an equivalent trellis.

Using the approach shown for the 2-state per user scheme, a 4-state equivalent trellis

can be drawn as show in Figure 4.5.

Table 4-2: Look- up Table for the Super Trellis of the 4-State per User 4-PSK HR-STTCM Scheme

Present State Input Next State

Userl User2 User1 User2 Userl User2
Output

0 0 Ao Ao 0 0 AoAo

0 0 Ao A) 0 1 AOA)

0 0 A) Ao 1 0 A(AO

0 0 A) A) 1 1 A) A)

0 1 Ao Bo 0 3 AoBo

0 1 A) Bo 1 3 A)BO

0 1 Ao B) 0 2 AOB)
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0 1 AI BI 1 2 AIBI

0 2 Ao Ao 0 1 AoAo

0 2 Ao A( 0 0 AoAI

0 2 AI Ao 1 1 AIAo

0 2 AI AI 1 0 AI AI

0 3 Ao Bo 0 2 AoBo

0 3 Al BI 1 2 AIBo

0 3 Ao B) 0 3 AoBI

0 3 A) BI 1 3 AIBI

1 0 BI Ao 2 0 B(AO

1 0 B( AI 2 1 BIA(

1 0 Bo Ao 3 0 BoAo

1 0 Bo AI 3 1 BoAI

1 1 Bo Bo 3 3 BoBo

1 1 Bo BI 3 2 BoBI

1 1 BI Bo 2 3 BIBo

1 1 B1 BI 2 2 BIB1

1 2 BI Ao 2 1 BIAo

1 2 BI AI 2 0 BIAo

1 2 Bo Ao 3 1 BIAI

1 2 Bo AI 3 0 BoAI

1 3 Bo Bo 3 2 BoBo

1 3 Bo BI 3 3 BOB)

1 3 BI Bo 2 2 BIBo

1 3 BI BI 2 3 BIBI

2 0 Ao Ao 1 0 AoAo
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2 0 Ao A) 1 1 AoAl

2 0 A) Ao 0 0 A)AO

2 0 A) A) 0 1 A) A)

2 1 Ao Bo 1 3 AoBo

2 1 A) Bo 0 3 AlBo

2 1 Ao B) 1 2 AOB)

2 1 A) B) 0 2 A) B)

2 2 Ao Ao 1 1 AoAo

2 2 Ao Al 1 0 AOA)

2 2 A) Ao 0 1 A)AO

2 2 A) A, 0 0 AlA)

2 3 Ao Bo 1 2 AoBo

2 3 A) Bo 0 2 A)BO

2 3 Ao B) 1 3 AOB)

2 3 A) B) 0 3 A) B)

3 0 B) Ao 3 0 B)AO

3 0 B) Al 3 1 B)AI

3 0 Bo Ao 2 0 BoAo

3 0 Bo A, 2 1 BoA,

3 1 Bo Bo 2 3 BoBo

3 1 Bo B) 2 3 BOB)

3 1 Bl Bo 3 3 B)BO

3 1 B) B) 3 2 B)Bl

3 2 B) Ao 3 1 B)AO

3 2 B) A) 3 0 B1A)

3 2 Bo Ao 2 1 BoAo
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3 2 Bo At 2 0 BOAt

3 3 Bo Bo 2 2 BoBo

3 3 Bo Bt 2 3 BOBt

3 3 Bt Bo 3 2 BtBO

3 3 Bt Bj 3 3 BIB(

State a <IlliiE~::::::::::""?1~F~..L....:.:.:.J.:.:.u...;;;.L,L.-_-----:

State b

State c

State d

State a

State b

State c

State d

Figure 4.5: Equivalent 4-State HR-STTCM 2-User Scheme

The parameters used in the branch metric calculation are also defined in (4.25). Once

the branch metrics are computed, the Viterbi Algorithm [10] is applied to search for

the path with the least accumulated metric.
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4.6 Simulation Result and Discussion

Multiuser space-time trellis coded modulation

Monte Carlo simulation results are provided in this section to demonstrate the

performance of the standalone space-time block code and the 2-user HR-STICM

schemes for both single user and a 2-user scenario.

QPSK modulation is used throughout the simulation and each of the frames transmitted

per user consists of 256 bits. The channel between the transmit and the receive

antennas are assumed to undergo quasi-static and flat Rayleigh fading for the

simulations. Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 show the performance of a 2-state and a 4-State

HR-STICM in both single and 2-user environment respectively.

In the signal-to-noise ratio calculation in (4.18) it is concluded that there is no signal

to-noise ratio penalty when Zero-forcing solution is used to decouple two users with

each user employing a space-time block code scheme. In observation of the simulation

result of both the 2-state and 4-state HR-STICM scheme in a two user scenario about

2dB performance degradation in the frame error rate of such scheme is observed.

To justify the simulation results i.e. Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7, the single user and 2

user trellis is used as given in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.6: Performance of 2-State HR-STTCM in single and 2-User Environment
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Figure 4.7: Performance of 4-State HR-STTCM in single and 2-User Environment

8 parallel branches

8 parallel branches

State 1~:::::.------------~.

State 2~--------------.

a

State 1-.-----.......------..

b

Figure 4.8: a) Trellis of 2-State 2 User HR-STTCM Scheme b) Trellis of a 2-State HR-STTCM
Single User

In Figure 4.8(a), the decoding trellis of the 2-State 2-User HR-STTCM scheme

consists of 32 outgoing and incoming transitions per state and ifwe assume that all the
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transition per branch are equally likely to be decoded, the probability of decoding

correctly a transmitted codeword per state and at a decoding interval

equals1/16x1/16 =1/256. The probability for decoding a transmitted codeword in the

single user trellis is 1/8 x1/8 =1/64. Comparing these two values, it can be concluded

that since a lower probability value is obtained for the 2-user trellis as compared with

the single user trellis, the probability of decoding correctly is reduced in the 2-user

case and this account for the performance loss obtained in the simulation result. The

same explanation goes for a 4-state HR-STTCM scheme.

In Figure 4.9, the two schemes i.e. 2-state and 4-state HR-STTCM, with a standalone

STBC are combined. Unlike HR-STTCM schemes, there is no performance lost

between a single user and for STBC schemes.

Q)

~

g
Q)

Q)

E
~
u.

-2

10 _: -+- One User 2-State HR-5nCM 2Tx 1Rx
-- ..... Two Users 2-5tate HR-5nCM 2Tx 1Rx per user
-- -e- One User 4-5tate HR-5nCM 2Tx 1Rx
__ .... Two Users 4-5tate HR-5nCM 2Tx 1Rx per user

+ One User STBC 2Tx 1Rx
-a- Two Users STBC 2Tx 1Rx per user

2019181714 15 16
SNR

131211
10-3

'----L.-----'---....l...-_---L__..L-_---l..-__l-_--L-_---l_--.J

10

Figure 4.9: Performance of HR-STTCM Schemes and STBC in Single and 2-User

Environments

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, by calculating the signal-to-noise ratio for a standalone space-time

block code, the performance of the code in a multiuser environment was enumerated.
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The Zero-forcing interference cancellation exploits the orthogonality of such code in

decoupling signals from different users at the receiver before applying a maximum

likelihood decoder. The same idea was applied in decoupling users of high rate-space

time trellis coded modulation schemes.

It was explained from analytical point of view the simulation results that it is not

possible to obtain a single user performance for a decoupled HR-STTCM scheme

unlike what is obtained for a standalone space-time block code.
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CHAPfERS

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF HIGH RATE SPACE

TIME TRELLIS CODED MODULATION

5.1 Introduction

In [4] High Rate Space-time Trellis Coded Modulation (HR-STTCM) design

was introduced as a space-time coding scheme that has higher coding advantage when

compared with the earlier design of space-time trellis coded modulation [7], [12] and

[14]. The main advantage of the construction in [4] is that the standard technique for

designing good trellis coded modulation codes [11], such as the classic set

partitioning concept, can be adopted to realize the high rate space-time coded

modulation design with large coding gain.

A parameterized class of space-time code, called super orthogonal space-time trellis

code (SOSTTC), was later introduced in [21]. SOSTTC gives a systematic approach

in the design of high rate space-time trellis coded modulation codes. SOSTTC not

only provides a scheme that is an improvement in the coding gain when compared

with the original space-time trellis coded modulations, but it also answers the question

of a systematic design for any rate, number of states and the maximization of coding

gain. The matrix expansion in HR-STTCM, i.e. [4] corresponds to the angle

multiplication in the SOSTTC. This means that the identity matrix multiplication with
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the original Alamouti code [3] corresponds to the angular multiplication in the

SOSTTC.

For example, the multiplication of diag[l,-l] with the Alamouti code in [4]

corresponds to e=;r in the orthogonal transmission matrix of the SOSTTC shown in

(5.1) below. When e=0, (5.1) becomes the Alamouti code in [3]. For an M-PSK

.27fQ

modulation with constellation signal represented by /M, a =0,1,. ··M-l, one can

pick e = 2;r a' / M , where a' = 0,1,. ..M-I.

(5.1)

.27fa
. J---

where (*) stands for conjugate, Xi E eM, i = 1,2 .

The focus of interest in this chapter is in the pairwise error probability (PEP) and the

average bit error probability (BEP) in both quasi-static and rapid fading channels of

the HR-STTCM using the orthogonal transmission matrix shown in (5.1). For a quasi

static fading case, the channel coefficients are assumed to be constant over a frame

duration but varying from frame to frame, while in a rapid fading case, the channel

coefficients are assumed to vary from one transmitted space-time block code in a

frame to another.

In [7], performance criteria for space-time codes were derived based on an upper

bound on the PEP in both quasi-static and fast fading channels. Although the upper

bound derived in [7] allows us to consider all possible error events and to give a final

expression for the average error probability term, it is loose for most signal-to-noise

ratios.

The looseness of the pioneering work in [7] has generated a large number of research

papers [20, 23, 26] with the aim of obtaining a tighter bound for most space-time

codes using various methods.

The closed-form expression, i.e. exact expression of the PEP for space-time trellis

codes was derived in [23] based on the residual method using characteristic function

[28, 29], which has been used previously in the performance analysis of trellis coded
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modulation (TCM). Based on this expression, an analytical estimate for the bit error

probability was computed, taking into account dominant error events.

The derivation in [23] shows that the exact PEP is the upper bound derived in [7]

modified by a correcting factor given by the second product term whose value

depends on the poles of the characteristic function [24] of the quadratic form of the

complex Gaussian random variable.

In [26], the moment generating function previously used for the analysis of uncoded

and coded digital communication over fading channels using only a single transmitter

is applied to provide a closed-form expression of the PEP for space-time-coded

systems with multiple antennas. The method used in [26] has the additional advantage

of allowing for direct evaluation of the transfer function upper bound on the average

bit error probability. In [25], the moment generating function based method was

extended in analyzing the PEP of the SOSTTC. It was shown that for both slow and

fast fading channels it is possible to obtain a closed-form expression for the PEP in

terms of the elements of the error signal difference matrix that characterized the

super-orthogonal space-time block code.

A different approach to finding the exact expression of the PEP with less

computational difficulty is presented in this chapter. This approach is based on the

Gauss-Chebysev quadrature technique. This technique has been previously used in the

performance analysis of trellis coded modulation (TCM) [27]. This method combines

both simplicity and accuracy in finding the closed-form expression of the PEP.

Later in the chapter an estimate of the bit error probability is obtained using the PEP's

closed-form expressions taking into account error events up to a finite length.

5.2 System Model and Derivation of the Closed-form Expression of the PEP

A transmission system of NI transmit antennas and N
r

receive antennas will be

considered. The binary data stream is first modulated and mapped to a sequence of

complex modulation symbols. The complex modulated symbols Xi (i = 1,2, ...,NI) are

then fed into an inner space-time block encoder to generate the orthogonal transmitted

code matrix defined in (5.1).
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x(n) is defined as the complex valued modulated symbol transmitted from the ntthn,

transmit antenna in the nth signaling interval and hJn) as the channel coefficient from

the ith transmit antenna to the jth receive antenna at the same signaling interval

i E {1,2, ... ,Nt },j E {1,2, ...,Nr } •

Assuming that the channel state information is perfectly known at the receiver, the

corresponding set of successive signal samples at the receiver at the nth signaling

interval are given by;

,.,(n) =h(n) (_x(n»)* eJ(jn) + h(n) (Xj(n»)* + n(n)
/+N, 11 2 /2 'I/+N, '

(5.2)

where I =1,2,"',Nr and TJ;n) are independently identically distributed complex zero

mean Gaussian noise samples, each sample with variance (j2 /2 per dimension. It is

assumed that the channel undergoes Rayleigh fading throughout the derivation.

To evaluate the PEP, l.e., the probability of choosing the codeword

x- (-(1) -(I) -(1) -(2) -(2) -(2) -(N) -(N) -(N») when in fact the codeword- XI 'X2 , .•• ,xN, XI 'X2 , .••,xN, •••• XI 'X2 , .•• ,xN,

X- (I) (1) (I) (2) (2) (2) (N) (N) (N) ) tr 'tt d th .
- XI 'X2 ""'XN XI 'X2 ""'XN •••• XI 'X2 ""'XN was ansmI e, e maxImum

, , I

likelihood metric corresponding to the correct and the incorrect path will be used. The

metric corresponding to the correct path is given by:

(5.3)

The above is based on an observation of Nblocks (2N symbols), where each block is

described by (5.2).

For the incorrect path, the corresponding metric is given by (5.3) with x:n
), i =1,2 and

B(n) replaced by i:n), i =1,2 and e(n) respectively.
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The realization of the PEP over the entire frame length and for a given channel

coefficient (i.e. H) is given by:

p(x~ XIH) =Pr{m(r,X) > m(r,X)}

= Pr{m(r,X)-m(r,X) > o}
(5.4)

Substituting (5.3) and the corresponding expreSSIOn for m(r,X) into (5.4) and

simplifying gives:

p(X -> XIH) ~ pr{t, t. [IAI' +IBI'] > o}

~ Pr{t, t.IIH:')~.II' > o}
where

A = h/\n) ( i.(n) e j1/") - XJ(n) ejo(n) ) + h/~) (x
2
(n) _ x~n»)

B =_h(n) (x (n) e - jl/") _ x(n)e - j(jn»)* + h(n) (x (n) _ r5n»)*
/1 2 2 12 I ",

(5.5)

and I1n is given as the codeword matrix that characterizes the HR-STICM . The

expression of I1n is shown in (5.6) below

[

() °o(n} -(n) oo(n)
XJn e J -XI e J

11 =n
(n) -(n)

X2 -X2

(5.6)

and H~n) = [h/\n) h/~) ] • 11.11 stands for the norm of the matrix element.

The conditional PEP given in (5.5) can be expressed in terms of the complementary

error function [27] as:

(5.7)
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The function AAH is a diagonal matrix of the form shown in (5.8) below. This

represents the codeword matrix for a frame of N blocks. (.t represent the conjugate

transpose of the matrix element and Es / No stands for the symbol signal-to-noise ratio.

Complementary error functions, as defined integrally in [22, 7.4.11] is given by;

-b 2 (t 2 +I)
2 1'" eerfc(b)=- 2 dt
7[ 0 t +1

(5.9)

Combining (5.7) and (5.9) the conditional PEP can be expressed as an integral. Thus,

with E (x ) denoting the average ofx, one gets

(5.10)

The above expression (5.10) can be simplified further using the results in [24]. For a

complex circularly distributed Gaussian random row vector z with mean p and

covariance matrix U z
2 = E [zz'] - pp' , and a Hermitian matrix M, we have;

[ (_ (.)T)J _exp[-pM (I+u/Mt (p·t]
Ez exp zM z - ( ) ,

det I+u 2M
z

(5.11)

where I is an identity matrix. Applying (5.11) in solving (5.10), (5.12) is obtained.

Since z=Hp M=-(t2 +1).Es/4No.AAH (AAH is a diagonal matrix and

(t 2
+ 1).Es/4No is constant for a given SNR, thus M=MT i.e. M is an Hermitian

matrix), p =0 (HI has Rayleigh distribution) and u 2 = U
H

2 = IN .
z I t
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1 r 1 N
r 1

p(X~X:)=- -2-IT [ ] dt (5.12)
1r t +1/=1 det 1

Nl
+ Es AAH (t 2 +1)

4No /

To solve (5.12), an integral equation given by:

Nr 1
is considered, where f (t 2

+1) = TI [ ]
/=1 det I +~!!:.!!:.H (t2 +1)

N, 4N
o /

Substituting y = l/t2 +1 into (5.13), (5.13) becomes:

(5.13)

(5.14)111I=-f~ f(ljy)dy
21r 0 y(l- y)

The above equation (5.14) is in an orthogonal polynomial form [22, 25.4.38] and

Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature formula of first kind can be used to solve it.

(2i -1 )1r
u; = cos

2m
1r

w.=
I

m

R ~ max. 1r If2m (u)1
m -1<u<+1(2m)!22m- 1

The expression in (5.14) can be reduced to (5.15) if 2y-1 =u, then

(2i -1)1r
2y - 1=cos -'----'--

2m

(2i -1) 1r
2y =cos +1

2m
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Using the trigonometric functions

(
V V) 2 V . 2 V

cos V = cos 2"+2" = cos 2"-sm 2'

sin2
V + cos2

V = 1,

(5.16) can be expressed as

2 (2i-l)n
y = cos ,

4m

/

2 (2i-1)n
1 y = sec .

4m

Therefore

m 1 m ( (2i-1)7r]
1= IwJ(u;)+Rm =-If sec2 +Rm

;=] 2m ;=] 4m

(5.17)

(5.18)

(5.19)

The closed-form expression of the PEP for HR-STICM using the Gauss-Chebyshev

Quadrature formula as enumerated above is now given by:

1 m N, 1
p(X~X)=-II1 . +Rm

2m ;=] 1=] d [ E A. H 2 (21 -1)n]et IN + _s_ Aa sec --'-------'-----
T 4No 4m 1

(5.20)

As m (which is the order of the polynomial i.e. f (u;) and also function of degree of

precision:=2m-l) increases the remainder term R
m

becomes negligible.

For quasi-static case, the channel coefficients are assumed constant for entire frame

duration, but can vary from frame to frame. Therefore (5.20) results in

1 m N, 1
p(X~X)=-Lrr N . +Rm

2m i=J I=J det[I
N

+ EsL~n~~ sec2 (21-1)n]
T 4No n=1 4m 1

(5.21)

For the rapid fading case, the channel coefficients are kept constant for one codeword

matrix i.e. one transmission block, and then it varies from block to block in a random

manner. Based on this unconditional PEP expression (5.10) can now be written as;
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(5.22)

Following the same procedure as enumerated above for the quasi-static fading case,

(5.22) will result in:

(5.23)

5.3 Numerical Examples

As an example, the rate r =I BPSK 2-state code [25, Fig 1], whose trellis diagram is

illustrated in Figure 5.1 will be considered. The trellis in Figure 5.1 is constructed

using the same concept of set partitioning as explained in chapter 3. In this example

two sets, each containing two pairs of BPSK symbols are assigned to each state, i.e.

there is a pair of parallel path between each pair of states. The labelling

(s,l)/ A(xi'xj,O) along each branch of the trellis refers to the pair of input BPSK

symbols (s,/) and the corresponding output symbol function A(xi'xj,O) using (5.1) to

generate the orthogonal matrix.

State 1

State 2

(O,O)/A(+l,+l,O )

(O,l)/A(-l,-l,O )

(O,l)/A(-l,-l,7t )

Figure 5.1: Trellis diagram for rate 1, 2-state BPSK HR-STTCM.
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First the parallel paths i.e. N =1 are considered. Evaluating (5.6) and substituting it

into (5.21) and (5.23) shows that the PEP for the error event is the same for both

quasi-static and fast fading channels. The codeword matrix is given by:

[2 -2] H [8 0]
~I = 2 2 ' ~I ~I = 0 8 .

(5.24)

Also an error event path of length N =2 with respect to the all zero path as the correct

one, as shown in the trellis diagram in Figure 5.2 is considered. From the trellis

diagram we have

B(I) = iJ(I) = B(2) = 0 and iJ(2) = 7r •

Figure 5.2: N=2, 2-state BPSK HR-STTCM

Evaluating the element of the matrix in (5.6) ~I and ~2 give;

-2]o '

-2]
2 '

H [4 0]~I ~I = 0 4

H [4 -4]~2 ~2 =
-4 4

(5.25)

For a quasi-static fading assumption with m = 2 ,Nr = 1 and NI = 2, the closed for

expression in (5.21) becomes;
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k =!!.Lsec2 3trl
2 4N 18

o

(5.26)

The remainder value R m in (5.21) is neglected in the computation of p(x~ X) .

For a rapid fading channel with m =2 ,Nr =1 and NI =2, the closed-form expression

in (5.23) gives;

p(X~X)~ :(~ + ~)

G= det{I, +kj [~ ~]}.det{I, + kj [_: -44]}

R = det{I, +k; [~ ~]}.det{I, +k, [~ ~]}

(5.27)

Also an error event of length 3 with respect to the all zero path as the correct one is

considered, as shown in the trellis diagram below. From the trellis diagram in Figure

5.3 we have;
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A(-I,-I,1t )

Figure 5. 3: N=3 2-State BPSK HR-STTCM

Evaluating the element of the matrix in (5.6) ~I' ~2 and ~3 gives

~ =[0
1 2

A, =[~

A, ~[~

-2] [4 0]~ ~H_
0' 11- 04

0] H [0 0]
2' ~2 ~2 = ° 8

-2] [4 -4]~ ~H_
2' 33-_44

(5.28)

For a quasi-static fading assumption with m = 2, N r = 1 and NI = 2, the closed for

expression in (5.21) becomes;

k =~sec23Jr/
2 4N /8

o

~]]
(5.29)

The remainder value R m in (5.21) is neglected in the computation of p(X~ X) .

For a rapid fading channel with m =2, N r = I and NI = 2, the closed-form expression

in (5.23) gives;
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p(x~x)== :(~ + ~)

Z= det{I, +k; [~ ~]}odet{ I, +k; [~ modet{I, +k; [~ -44]}

V = det{I, +k; [~ ~]}odet{I, +k; [~ modet{I, +k, [~ ~]}

5.4 Analytical Results and Discussion

(5.30)

In this section numerical results for the closed-form PEP expression enumerated in the

previous section will be provided. The rate=I, m=2, two-state BPSK modulation and a

single receive antenna will be considered. Figure 5.4 shows the PEP for quasi-static

fading Rayleigh channel for error event oflength 1,2 and 3 (i.e. N=I, 2 and 3) using

(5.21). The PEP is also plotted for rapid fading Rayleigh channel for the error event of

length I, 2 and 3 in Figure 5.5 (i.e. N=I, 2 and 3). Comparing the two graphs i.e.

Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, the PEP is smaller for fast fading channel. The PEP at N=2

is the worst case for slow fading channel whereas for fast fading channel, the PEP at

N=I is the worst case.
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Figure 5.4: PEP performance of rate 1, 2-State BPSK HR-STTCM over quasi-static fading

Rayleigh Channel; one receive antenna.
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Channel; one receive antenna
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5.5 Approximate Evaluation of the Average Bit Error Probability

In most digital communication systems, the average bit error probability (or frame

error probability) is of greater interest than the pairwise error event probability i.e. the

PEPs. In the case that the pairwise error probability can be expressed in a product

form [7], it is possible to find an upper bound on the bit error probability by using the

transfer function approach.

Transfer function method [41] is a technique which makes use of codes' state diagram

to obtain the error rate performance of trellis based codes (i.e. convolutional, TCM).

Instead of using the transfer function approach which takes into account the error

event of all lengths, an estimation of bit error probability can be obtained through

accounting for error event paths of length to a pre-determined specific value using

[28];

~(E)~! Lq(X~X)P(X~X),
gX;tX

(5.31)

where g is the number of input bits per trellis transition and q (X~ X) is the

number ofbit errors associated with each error event. If the maximum length of error

events taken into account is chosen as H, it is sufficient to consider the error event up

to H; this represents a truncation of the infinite series used in calculating the union

bound on the bit error probability for high SNR values. The choice ofH is critical in

the sense that most of the dominant error events for the range of SNR of interest

should be taken into account by a proper choice while preventing excessive

computational complexity (the computational complexity grows exponentially with

H).

In this section, the PEP's previously derived will be used to evaluate in closed-form

an approximation to the average bit error probability (BEP), P
b
(E), based on

accounting only for error events of length N less than or equal to H.

If the all zero sequence was transmitted i.e. {(0, a)} ,using the 2-state code in Figure

5.1, there is a single error event path oflength 1 i.e. {(a,l)} which has a PEP of type

PEP) and contribute only one bit in error. When accounting for error events of length

2 i.e. H = 2 and assuming that the all zero sequence was transmitted
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i.e.{(o,O) and (O,O)}, there are 4 error event paths l.e.

{(1,0)(1,0), (1,0)(1,1), (1,1)(1,0) and (1,1)(1,1)} which have PEP of type PEPn and

they all contribute a total of 12 bits in error.

Also when accounting for error event of length 3 i.e. H = 3 and the all zero sequence

was transmitted i.e.{(o,O), (0,0) and (O,O)}, there are 8 error event paths

i.e. {(1 ,0)(0,0)(1 ,0), (1,0)(0,0)(1,1), (1,0)(0,1)(1,0), (1,0)(0,1 )(1,1), (1,1 )(0,1)(1,0),

(1,1)(0,1)(1,1), (1,1)(0,0)(1,0), (1,1)(0,0)(1,1)}. All these error event paths have PEP

of type PEPm and they contribute in total 28 bits in error. Therefore to approximate

the average bit error probability by considering only the error event path of 1, 2 or 3

then we use ~l , ~2 and ~3 respectively.

(5.32)

(5.33)

(5.34)

The expressions for the PEP types i.e. PEPI' PEPn and PEPm used in the equation

above to approximate the average bit error probability depends on the type of fading

channel under consideration. For PEP! , its expression is the same for both quasi-static

and rapid Rayleigh fading using the codeword matrix (5.24) in (5.21) and (5.23)

respectively.

The PEPn expression in quasi-static fading is given by (5.26) while in a rapid fading

channel its expression is given by (5.27). Finally, the PEPm expression for both quasi

static and rapid fading is obtained when we use the codeword matrices in (5.28) in

both (5.21) and (5.23) to give (5.29) and (5.30), respectively.
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5.6 Simulation Results and Discussion

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the perfonnance of the bit error probability of2-state BPSK

HR-STICM for slow i.e. quasi-static and fast (or rapid) fading channels respectively.

For a slow fading channel, the result in Figure 5.6 shows, as compared with

simulation, that for low SNR, our perfonnance analysis method is loose but

asymptotically converges at high SNR. The convergence of the analytical results for

small error length is quite fast for rapid fading channels when compared with the

perfonnance in quasi-static fading channel. It can inferred that the error length up to 2

is sufficient for the average bit error rate calculation for fast fading channel while

longer error lengths are needed to estimate the average bit error rate perfonnance for

slow fading channels.
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Figure 5.6: Bit error Probability of rate 1, 2-State BPSK HR-STTCM over quasi-static fading

Rayleigh Channel with one receive antenna.
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Figure 5.7: Bit error Probability of rate r=1, 2-State BPSK HR-STTCM over fast fading

Rayleigh Channel with one receive antenna.

5.7 Summary

In this chapter, the closed-fonn expression of the pairwise error probability of high

rate space-time trellis coded modulation using the orthogonal transmission matrices

has been derived. The Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature method used proved to be

accurate and made the derivation of the closed-fonn PEP easily obtainable. The

method used here proved to be less computationally complex when compared with the

characteristic function technique demonstrated in the literature.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This dissertation focuses on the performance of high rate space-time trellis coded

modulation under coherent and non-coherent detection environment. A chapter wise

summary and conclusions of the results presented in this dissertation is given below.

In Chapter 1, a brief historical overview of the wireless industry is given and the

challenges faced in designing a robust network that can deliver the performance

needed to support the emerging trend in the wireless industry. Current literature

techniques on various transmit diversity techniques as a way of overcoming some of

the challenges faced by signals in wireless network were enumerated. It was

established that the capacity obtainable in the wireless network is a function of the

diversity technique used and the number of transmit and receive antennas.

Motivation of the research, dissertation overview and original contributions of this

dissertation were presented.

In Chapter 2, the concepts of space-time coding were introduced, which are codes that

are used to increase the quality of signals in multiple input multiple output systems.

The three main primary approaches to space-time coding as discussed in the literature
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i.e. layered space-time codes, space-time block code and space-time trellis codes were

also discussed. It was concluded that the code design criterion given in this code helps

us to detennine the performance advantage that is possible for such codes. Space-time

block code provides a scheme that has a low decoding complexity due to the

orthogonality of the transmitted signals as compared with space-time trellis code for

which the decoding complexity increases as the number of antennas increases. In the

later part of the chapter, concatenated space-time codes were introduced. This is the

use of channel codes e.g. trellis coded modulation, with space-time codes to further

improve the performance of the codes in a wireless system.

In chapter 3, an existing form of space-time trellis coded modulation, which is called

high rate space-time trellis coded modulation, was presented. The construction of this

code is based on the revolutionary idea of Ungerboeck in the design of trellis coded

modulation which is signal set expansion and signal set partitioning. It was concluded

that the full rate obtained and coding advantage possible in the code was as a result of

the signal set expansion and partition. Also the work on this code was extended to a

fast fading channel and compared its performance with other space-time codes in such

an environment. Simulation results showed that the code outperforms STBC and

STTC under both quasi-static and fast fading environments. Later in the chapter, the

performance of the code in a non-coherent environment, i.e. when perfect channel

state information is not available at the receiver, was presented. The concept of using

unitary space-time constellation to estimate channel state information was also

applied to estimate the channel state information of the high rate space-time trellis

coded system. Simulation results show that some coding gain performance loss is

observed for the code under this channel estimation scheme but the code still

maintains its diversity gain.

In chapter 4, the multiuser behaviour of both standalone space-time block codes and

high rate space-time trellis coded modulation was investigated. The space-time block

codes are powerful spatial diversity techniques that provide low decoding. Its low

decoding property can be exploited in a multiuser scenario that employs space-time

block coding for its transmission. It was demonstrated, by calculating the signal-to

noise ratio at the receiver for a 2-user space-time block code scheme, that the

decoupled signal-to-noise ratio is the same as the signal-to-noise ratio for a single user
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scheme. Later m this chapter the concept used for space-time block code in a

multiuser environment was extended to the high rate space-time trellis coded

modulation in such an environment, and it was explained, by using mathematical

expressions and simulation that it is not possible to obtain a single user performance,

as was the case of a standalone space-time block code, for a decoupled high rate

space-time trellis modulation scheme.

In Chapter 5 a simple numerical analysis of the high rate space-time trellis coded

modulation using Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature formula was presented. The existing

methods in literature for analyzing space-time codes were mentioned and owing to

their computation complexity, the Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature method was

employed as it provides an easier method of analyzing such codes. The analysis in

quasi-static and fast fading spatially uncorrelated channels was considered. Later in

the chapter, the analytical bound was compared with simulation results. It was noted

that the bound easily converges in fast fading channels for small error lengths but

more error events are needed for the bound in quasi-static channel to be tight.

In the analysis it was assumed that there is perfect channel state information at the

receiver. In practice, channel estimation is either absent or imperfect. It would be

interesting to find a simple numerical analysis method to analyze the high rate space

time trellis coded for imperfect or blind channel estimation.
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Appendix 1

CALCULATION OF THE SNR AT THE RECEIVER FOR 2-USER
STBC

The equation model for a 2-user standalone space-time block code is given by:

[rl]=[H1 Cl].[XI]+[BI],
r2 H2 C2 Y2 B 2

(AI)

where all parameters in this appendix is the same as the once enumerated in section

4.3. After zero forcing interference cancellation is applied to (A.I), the decoupled

receiver equation for a given terminal is given by;

(A2)

Calculating the SNR of (A.2), we multiply it by the transpose conjugate of the

channel matrix to give

Therefore the SNR is given by;

SNR E[(IMj' +1A1')',~']
E[B-B'J '

where B = M '1711 - M'P1721 +M'Q17;2 + N17:2 - NQ'1721 - NP'17;2 .
Solving first the denominator of (AA), we obtain;

(A3)

(AA)

BoB' =1M1
2
117tl-IM12

P'17tIrhl +1M12Q'17tI1Jzz +Al1I17tI17t2 -Al1IQIJllrhl-Al1IPfJIl1Jzz

-1M1
2

Prlthl +1M1
2

11f l1Jzl-IM1
2

PQ'1JzI1Jzz -AI11~21Jz1 +AI11~1Jzl

+AI11Y17t21721 +1M12~'I17~ -1M12P'QiITln +1M121~211Jzz12 +AI11~2Tln

-Al1IflrhlTln -Al1I~1Jzz12+MN17t'I17t'2 -MNP'riurhl +MNQ'17t~1Jzz +/N2/17tl (A5)

-IN
2
~'217;1 -IN

2
~~1722 -MNQ'17t'11721 +MNP'Q'I172l-MNQ~ 17211722 -IN2Q'17t21721

+IN2/~211Jz112 +/N2
Ifl1Jzl1Jzz -MNP'17t'ITln +MNP~ rhlTln -MNP'Q'I1722 1

2-IN2p'17tzTln

+IN
2
P'QiI17~ +IN

2
11f 11722 1

2
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~ [IM121171112+IM121p121172112+IMI2IQI21172212+INI211712\2
+INI2IQI21172112+INI2IpI21172212-IMI22Re(P17;11721)

+IMI22Re (Q17;I17;2 )-IMI22Re(PQ17;I17;2) +2Re(MNP'17;I17;2)

-2 Re (MNQ'17;1172I)- 2Re(MNP'17;I1712 ) - 2Re (MNP'17;217;1 )

+2 Re(M'N' P17211722) +11721122 Re(MNP'Q') -INI22Re (Q17;217;1 )
-2 Re(MNQ,217211722) -INI22Re(P17;21722) +INI22Re(PQ'1721 1722 )

-11722122Re (MNP'Q')+2Re (MNQ'17;21722)]

The expectation of the numerator is thus given by:

Substituting (A.6) in (AA) we obtain

(A,6)

[IMI2+INI2TEs
SNR =--;----:--------=---;~---=----;-----;----~

20-
2(IMI2+INI2)+ 20-21pI2 (IMI2+INI2)+ 20-21QI2(IMI2+INI2) (A.7)

_ [IMI2+INI
2 }Es

- 20-2 (1 +IpI2+IQI
2

) .

The elements of (A.7) can further be expanded as follows
N=~2 -8

8 =Phn +Q~1 :. N =~2 -Ph12 -Q~l

1N12=(~2 -Phn -QJz.;I)(~2-P~2 -QJz.;I)*

=I~J +llfl~212 +1~21~112 -2Re{P~A'2}-2Re{QJz.;I~'2}+2Re{PQ'~2~1}

M=~I-R

R=P~I-QIin. :. M=~I-P~I+QIin. (A,8)

IMI2
=(~I-P~1 +Q~2)(~1 -P~1 +Q~2r

=I~J +IPj21~J +IQI21~J -2Re{P~I~'I}-2Re{Q'~1~2}-2Re{PQ'~2~1}

IMI
2

+1N12=I~J +I~J +IPj2(I~J +1~J)+1~2(1~112 +I~J)

=1~112 +I~J+(IPj2 +1~2)(1~J +I~J)
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The final expression of the signal to noise ratio by further expanding (A.?) is given by

(A.9)

Since all channel the channel coefficients i.e. hij are all modeled as independent

distributed Gaussian random variables, (A.9) can then be written as

(A. 10)
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